OUTDOOR PLAY
We started our first day in the new
room this morning by playing in the
big yard. Mikayla, Spencer, Nathaniel
and Xin Yan spent some time playing in
the sandpit. Spencer and Mikayla also
used their gross motor and balancing
skills to walk across the obstacle
course. The children also spent the
morning playing on the playground,
climbing up the different ladders and
sliding down the slides. On the mat the
children used their creativity and construction skills to build using the magnetic blocks.

Miss Briohny filled some paint pots with some paint and water today before adding some droppers. Using the droppers the children filled them with coloured water before squeezing them
onto pieces of paper towel. Using their fine motor skills the grasped the dropper between their
fingers before pressing the top between their fingers and watching the colour spread across
their paper. The children did a great job sharing the dropper between their friends and taking
turns. Once the painting is dry we will add some stamp painting to it during the rest of the
week to create some Mother’s Day Cards.

We moved up today from the Seahorse room to the Stingray room and the children
were really excited. They enjoyed exploring the room and investigating the new materials for them to play with. On the mat the children used their imagination and
role play skills to play with the little dolls in the dolls house along with the tree
house. Mikayla found the tool kit and pretended to work like Daddy fixing things.
Spencer and Nathaniel found the book corner and enjoyed sitting in the book cubby.
The home corner was a surprise for the children as they had a variety of new materials and new babies that they were able to play with. Hanson and Yoonu found
some of the small magnetic blocks and used their construction skills to connect
the blocks together.

Miss Briohny and Miss Taylor encouraged the children to use their
self help skills today to help make their beds. Miss Briohny and Miss
Taylor sat on one end of the bed with the sheets and pulled it over
the bottom before inviting the children to help pull it down the other end of the bed. Mikayla, Spencer, Nathaniel and Violet were enthusiastic to help make their beds, they had a bit of trouble but we
will continue to encourage the children to help every day when we
make the beds. This helps the children develop their self help skills.

As Mother’s Day is fast approaching we have started learning
some songs about Mother’s day. Today’s song was ‘five flower
baskets’. Using coloured pictures of flower baskets we sang a
song about giving a basket of flowers to our mummies. As we
gave a basket to each mummy we handed one of the pictures to
our friends. Tomorrow we will start reading some stories about
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Sun protection recommended from 9:10 am to 2:20 pm
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